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The way we work, and the office space itself, is changing 

rapidly. Our compact workstations make the need for 

alternative spaces where workers can be productive—outside 

a traditional desk—even more important.  

The Astir™ Collaborative Work collection offers supportive 

seating flexible enough to fit into your existing office space, 

accessible meeting areas beyond the conference room, and 

plenty of ways to collaborate with team members.

Stir Up 
Collaboration

Shown with Birk™ Tables & HON Throw Pillows

Make Your Space Versatile

SCAN TO CHECK 
OUT ASTIR ON 

HON.COM
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Shown with Ruck™ Seating,  Birk™ Tables & Gravitation™ Beam

Meeting room privacy meets 
up-and-about activity

Astir™ Collaborative Work answers the call for soft seating solutions while 

providing separate work spaces and sturdy posture support for those 

looking to step away from their desks. The line provides a soft yet upright 

sit to keep employees engaged and working comfortably at a table 

setting. Benches and poufs offer additional seating where needed and a 

unique, single-seat style with high screens on three sides creates a quiet, 

secure and comfortable space for individual focus.
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Shown with Birk™ Tables

HASLB1
One+ Lounge

HASLB2 
Two-Seat Lounge

HASLB3 
Three-Seat Lounge

Low-Back

HASHB1MF
One+ Lounge

HASHB2MF
Two-Seat Lounge

HASHB3MF
Three-Seat Lounge

High-Back Screen

Finding the right combination of properly sized tables and seats is a key element in the creation of efficient,  

open-space meeting areas. Multiple models including single, booth and cafe-type seating, a True-corner that makes it 

easy to make an L-shaped unit as well as poufs and benches, create numerous solutions for every space in the office. In 

addition, AstirTM seating and BirkTM table heights were created to work seamlessly together in all collaborative areas.

Statement of Line

A Fresh Way to Get Away From Your Desk

HASB2
Two-Seat Bench

HASB3
Three-Seat Bench

HASPSSMF
Pouf

Benches & Ottoman
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Textured
Charcoal

Textured
Titanium

Champagne 
Metallic

Kingswood 
Walnut

For more information, visit hon.com/astirSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

High-back Screens

Features

Multi-fabric OptionSeat Cushions 

AstirTM Collaborative Seating
The line provides a soft yet upright sit to keep employees engaged and working comfortably at a table setting. High-back  
and side-screen options help keep private conversations private so teams don’t have to be confined in close quarters, such  
as a conference room.

High screens create a quiet, 
secure and comfortable 
space for individual focus. 
Screens are available in  
knit or fabric options in  
multiple colors. 

Durable seat cushions  
are easily replaceable  
to enhance cleanability 
and allow for quick 
changes.  

With the multi-fabric 
option, seat cushion and 
frame can be specified 
in different fabrics for a 
modern aesthetic.

Power Modules

Add a power module to sit 
down, plug in and power up. 

Pouf

Pouf model functions as 
both impromptu seating 
and a place to kick up  
your feet

Apex

Moxie Vinyl

Contourett Pebble

Whisper
Vinyl

Blume

Ultrafabrics 
Brisa

Fabric Screen

Screens

Light Medium

Dark

Knit Mesh Screen

Leg Finishes
Dowel Wood Leg & Sled Wood Leg

Natural 
Maple

Pinnacle Florence 
Walnut

Lowell AshNatural 
Recon

Skyline 
Walnut

Phantom 
Ecru

Portico Teak Sterling Ash

Solar Black

Post Metal Leg 
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Make your space work.

In collaboration with HON, the QDesign team of Tim Buchenberger 
and Rick Joutras wanted to design around an optimal work posture.

"Astir seating is meant to encourage a comfortable upright posture 
while understanding the relationship between the seat and the 
worksurface," said Joutras. "Along with the correct posture, we also 
wanted to be sure that the collection was modular and could be easily 
grouped together."

Tim Buchenberger Rick Joutras


